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Guidelines on Conflicts of Interest 
for Exam Personnel
 All invigilation staff including Centre Supervisors

(CS), invigilators are obligated to preserve the
secrecy of all matters coming to their knowledge in
performing their job duties, and shall at all times
keep strictly confidential of all information,
materials and documents which they may have
access to in the course of their duties

 Neither the CS/invigilator nor his/her spouse has
any teaching duties in a tutorial school, or is
involved in the management of a tutorial school
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 Hall Invigilators are required to declare to the CS if they
find any candidates they know at the centre. The CS
should exercise his/her discretion and arrange, as far as
possible, another invigilator to collect the scripts and to
answer enquiries from the candidate concerned. In
particular, the CS should not ask the invigilator
concerned to accompany that candidate to the toilet.
Starting from this year, the CS should record the
declaration made by the invigilators and indicate if the
aforementioned follow-up actions had been taken on
Part C of the Report Form SR4i
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SR4i
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 The Authority is specified in Schedule 1 to the Prevention of
Bribery Ordinance (POBO) (Cap 201) as one of the Public Bodies
governed by the Ordinance. CS and invigilators are reminded
that they are prohibited from offering advantages to HKEAA staff.
CS and invigilators engaged in examination administration are
also subject to the provisions of the POBO. HKEAA prohibits CS
and invigilators from soliciting or accepting any advantages from
any persons or organisations having official dealings with the
Authority. CS and invigilators are also prohibited from offering
advantages to any person or organisation for the purpose of
influencing such person or organisation in any dealings with the
Authority

 For details, please view the training video for Exam Personnel
and the leaflet

http://www.hkeaa.edu.hk/PicLibrary/Schools_and_Teachers/videos/ICAC_video_E.mp4

